Wiggle Cards

Skills Strand
GRADE 3

Core Knowledge Language Arts®
lift a fist
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
sing a song
Core Knowledge Language Arts

Wiggle Cards
hush
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
bang on a drum
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act sluggish
unpack a bag
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
step back
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
hop back
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
hiss
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
sit down
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
stand up
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
solve this: 2 + 3
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
just stand there
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
blink
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
pick up your leg
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
mop
Core Knowledge Language Arts

Wiggle Cards
jab
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
jump
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
limp
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act mad
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act sad
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act glad
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
clap
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
skip
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
zig and zag
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
stomp
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
lift left hand
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
hum a song
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
dust
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
hug a pal
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
polish a desk
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
bend a leg
Core Knowledge Language Arts

Wiggle Cards
drink
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
nod and clap
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
clap and kick
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
slide like a snake
hike up a hill
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
smile twice
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
run in place
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
make a cute face
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
smell a rose
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
poke your nose
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
jump three times
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
feel your knees
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
kneel
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
reach up
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
shake your legs
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
drive a truck
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
shake a fist
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
lick your lips
Core Knowledge Language Arts

Wiggle Cards
shoot hoops
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act cool
act like a goof
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
look up
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
frown
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
scowl
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
bow down
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
growl
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
howl
Core Knowledge Language Arts

Wiggle Cards
join hands
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
oink like a pig
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
point at the flag
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
jump for joy
ride like a cowboy
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
sweep up a mess
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
tug on one sleeve
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
sit in a seat
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
batter up
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
wave ten fingers
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
count to five
on your fingers
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
shiver
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
pucker your lips
Core Knowledge Language Arts

Wiggle Cards
start clapping
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
march in place
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
scratch your arm
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
bark like a dog
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
lift an arm
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
snort like a hog
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
look down
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
swing your left foot
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
grab a tooth
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
stomp with one foot
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
say some vowel sounds
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
twist and shout
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
point to your mouth
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
say your name
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act like you are in pain
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act like it’s raining
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
shake your brain
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act like you are baking a cake
make a face
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
start shaking
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
start staring at me
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act like you are skating
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
start waving
Core Knowledge Language Arts

Wiggle Cards
act like your parents
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act like you are sailing
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
moan and groan
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
get your coat
tap your throat
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
sniff your toes
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
go to the back of the classroom
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
open your mouth
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act like a robot
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
do the limbo dance
act excited
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
be quiet
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
flex your biceps
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
untie your laces
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act like you are driving a car
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act like you are riding a horse
Core Knowledge Language Arts

Wiggle Cards
choose a partner
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
start smiling
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
lie down
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
tie your laces
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
pretend to eat dinner
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
stay still and silent
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
swim in a river
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
ride a mule
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
melt like an ice cube
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
dance to the music
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act like you find me amusing
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
yawn
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
flap your arms like a hawk
pretend to draw on your hand
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
crawl on the floor
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
squawk like a chicken
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
make your hands into claws
Core Knowledge Language Arts

Wiggle Cards
pretend to eat sausage
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
cook in a saucepan
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
turn around
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
point at a girl
Core Knowledge Language Arts

Wiggle Cards
return to your seats
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act surprised
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
twirl around
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
point at a cylinder
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
say a synonym for mad
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
say an antonym for fast
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
do gymnastics
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
untie your shoes
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
swim in the river
find a partner
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
grab your right foot
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
jump high
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
go night night
hold up your right hand
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
try to fly
multiply this: 2 x 2
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act like you are crying
Core Knowledge Language Arts

Wiggle Cards
act shy
Core Knowledge Language Arts

Wiggle Cards
take a stroll
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
hold your nose
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
show me your hands
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
show me your elbows
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
follow me
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act like you are growing
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
look out
the window
Core Knowledge Language Arts

Wiggle Cards
point at a female
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
relax
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
pretend to be a donkey
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act like you are playing hockey
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
point at your kidneys
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
dance slowly
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
quickly form a line
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act like a baby
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
make a silly face
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
point at something that is shiny
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act like you are ninety years old
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
cover your ears
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
bounce up and down if you have a brother
Core Knowledge Language Arts

Wiggle Cards
act like you have tons of money
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
do nothing
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
walk in front of the room
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
say the months of the year
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act like a mother
say hello to a pal
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
spin around
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
line up along the wall
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act afraid
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act like an adult
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
pretend you are asleep
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
pretend to blow up like a balloon
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act like an animal
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
point at something made of metal
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
wave a pencil
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
point at your nostrils
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
show your tonsils
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
pretend to be a model
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
point under a table
Core Knowledge Language Arts

Wiggle Cards
stand in the middle of the room
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
pretend to drink from a baby bottle
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
pretend to eat an apple
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act startled
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act puzzled
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
pretend to blow a bubble
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
stumble
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
giggle
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
mumble
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
wiggle like a snake
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
pay attention to me
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
stand motionless
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
pretend to talk on the phone
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
pretend to sing into a microphone
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
pretend to snap a photo
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
sing the alphabet song
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act triumphant
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
name an amphibian
Core Knowledge Language Arts

Wiggle Cards
pretend to be a dolphin
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
tap your hand
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
play dead
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
spread your arms
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
take a deep breath
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act like a bear
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act like you are sweating
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
step forward
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
walk backwards
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
point at the calendar
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
grab your collar
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
act like your head is aching
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
rub your stomach
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
say the name of our school
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
pretend to be playing in an orchestra
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
pretend to play a piano
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards
pretend to ski
Core Knowledge Language Arts
Wiggle Cards